
Product name: LED Photon Facial Mask 

  

1. Red light: stimulate collagen regeneration and tighten skin
2. Blue light: inhibit acne and repair acne damage;
3. Orange light: whiten skin, lighten spots and improve fine lines;
4. Near infrared light: soothe the skin, expel toxins, inhibit and Anti wrinkles;
5. The light lasts for 10 minutes and is automatically turned off at regular intervals  

  

  

 

 

  

1. First wash your face, then fix the mask on your face and fasten belt.
   please be careful to wear the mask gently and buckle belt on the ear 
   to avoid falling
2. The first charge should last for 12 hours and last for 10 minutes each 
   time use.
3. Please close your eyes when using the mask 
4. If want to turn off  in use; Please press the button for 3 seconds;
5. It is recommended to irradiate at least once a day or more according to 
    the skin absorption
6. It will have significant effect if it is used continu for 7-14 days

Skin rejuvenating mask X1
User Manual X1
Controller X1
Strap X1
Charging cable X1
Warranty card x1

    
    

1. When using the phototherapy mask, do not charge it immediately 
   when the light is changing dark to avoid damaging the battery;
2. Please do not put the phototherapy mask and charger in a damp place;
3. Please connect all connections correctly before turning on the power;
4. Use a clean towel to wipe the facial mask , and do not directly contact
   the water of the mask body ;
5. The circuit stripes in the mask cannot be squeezed or folded. Please 
   use a suitable flat plate, do not put heavy objects on it;

If this product does not work properly, please fill in this form carefully. 
Be sure to contact us and send it to the company, we will archive it so
that we can provide more considerate services.

1. From the date of purchase, in case of failure in normal use, free 
    of charge for six months, our company does not provide freight
2. The following conditions are excluded in the warranty scope.
1) No warranty is available.
2) Damage caused by user's operation error.
3) Products are transformed without permission.
4) Spare parts consumption.
5) Change of product appearance.

THREE LED LIGHT MASK 
           MANUAL 

THREE LED LIGHT MASK 
           MANUAL 

尺寸：128*168mm

84mm

128mm

1. From the date of purchase, the entire product is guaranteed for 
   six months free of charge;
2. Product damage not caused by quality problems shall be repaired 
    by the customer's expense;
3. The nature of spare parts is not within the scope of warranty;
4. If the warranty card is lost or changed , the warranty will not be free

Product model: TM-MR-115 
Voltage: 5V 
Red light wavelength: 630nm ± 30nm
Blue light wavelength: 430nm ± 30nm
Near infrared wavelength: 830nm ± 30nm
Orange light wavelength: 600nm ± 30nm
Size: 415 * 205 * 4mm
Product weight: about 325g
Main materials: electronic biological light source, medical grade silicone

Use high-tech to control the red, blue, orange and near-infrared light 
waves of specific wavelengths, stimulate the skin in pulse mode, and 
control the pulse intensity by the respiratory frequency of the skin
Realize various cosmetic functions of LED biological active light:

1. Clean and keep dry the face
2. Use LED photon mask directly or use with traditional facial mask
3. Lie down in a comfortable position, clip the photon mask belt on both
   sides of the ear, and adjust comfortable position, close your eyes, turn 
   on switch, and use last for 10 minutes
4.Remove the photon mask after10 minutes
5. Gently massage the face for 5-15 minutes

The beauty effect of promoting skin collagen regeneration,
Make skin become more brighting and whitening.
Promote and reduce fine lines and wrinkles. Shrink pores, improve skin
brightness, make skin smooth and elastic. Dilute stains & red blood, accelerate
skin metabolism and repair after sunburn . Promote facial blood circulation and
lock skin moisture. to achieve  delicate skinmake the face cells activate energy
to make the skin more tender and firmingImprove acne and detumescence, and 
improve all skin problems. make your skin texture better and better
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The basis for purchasing this product is:
Advertisement

Recommended by friendsOnline purchase

Fashion
User recommendation

Note: This product has been carefully inspected and 
        quality controlled.
        The warranty only applies to this product
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